Starting from a microscopic itinerant model, we derive and analyze the effective low-energy model for collective magnetic excitations in the iron pnictides. We show that the stripe magnetic order is generally preempted by an Ising-nematic order, which breaks C 4 lattice symmetry but preserves O(3) spin-rotational symmetry. This leads to a rich phase diagram as function of doping, pressure, and elastic moduli, displaying split magnetic and nematic tricritical points. The nematic transition may instantly bring the system to the verge of a magnetic transition, or it may occur first, being followed by a magnetic transition at a lower temperature. In the latter case, the preemptive nematic transition is accompanied by either a jump or a rapid increase of the magnetic correlation length, triggering a pseudogap behavior associated with magnetic precursors. Furthermore, due to the distinct orbital character of each Fermi pocket, the nematic transition also induces orbital order. We compare our results to various experiments, showing that they correctly address the changes in the character of the magnetostructural transition across the phase diagrams of different compounds, as well as the relationship between the orthorhombic and magnetic order parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
The current interest in iron-based superconductors (FeSCs) lies not only in the superconducting pairing mechanism, but also in the peculiar normal-state properties of these materials (for reviews, see Ref. 1) . Of particular interest is the fact that in weakly doped iron pnictides, the stripe spin-density wave order at T < T N , with ordering vectors (0,π ) or (π,0) in the 1-Fe Brillouin zone, 2, 3 is often preceded by a "nematic" phase with broken C 4 tetragonal symmetry but unbroken O(3) spin-rotational symmetry. The emergence of such a phase is not only manifested by a tetragonal to orthorhombic transition at T s T N , but also by the onset of significant anisotropies in several quantities, 4 such as dc resistivity, 5, 6 optical conductivity, 7, 8 local density of states, 9 orbital occupancy, 10 uniform susceptibility, 11 and the vortex core in the mixed superconducting state. 12 The fact that the spin-density-wave and structural transition lines follow each other across all the phase diagrams of 1111 materials (RFeAsO, with rare earth R) and 122 materials (AFe 2 As 2 ,with alkaline-earth A), even inside the superconducting dome, 13, 14 prompted researchers to propose that these phases are intimately connected. The interplay between magnetic and structural transitions in FeSCs is also quite rich: while in 1111 materials the two transitions are second-order and split (T s > T N ), in most of the 122 materials they seem to occur simultaneously or near-simultaneously at small dopings, but clearly split above some critical doping: x ≈ 0.022 in Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 , see Refs. 15 and 16, and x ≈ 0.039 in Ca(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 , see Ref. 17 .
Early theoretical proposals explored two alternative scenarios for the nematic order. One scenario, which borrows concepts from the manganites, is that the driving force is orbital ordering: it induces the structural transition and triggers the magnetic transition at a lower temperature by renormalizing the exchange constants. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] An alternative, magnetic scenario, which borrows concepts from the studies of the J 1 − J 2 model of localized spins, 28 is build upon the fact that the order parameter manifold for the stripe magnetic order is O(3) × Z 2 , with the Z 2 Ising symmetry differentiating between the two possible ordering vectors (0,π ) and (π,0). This scenario explores the possibility that the Z 2 Ising variable orders before the O(3) rotational symmetry is broken, leading to an intermediate phase with a broken tetragonal symmetry but no long-range magnetic order. The Ising order makes the Fermi pockets at (0,π ) and (π,0) nonequivalent and induces orbital order, since the two electron pockets are constituted of different orbitals. 29, 30 Furthermore, the breaking of the Z 2 symmetry also makes the x and y directions inside the unit cell inequivalent, inducing a structural instability via the bilinear coupling between the Z 2 order parameter and the orthorhombic distortion (see below). For this reason, the state with broken Ising symmetry is often called an Ising-nematic phase. The magnetic scenario was first applied to localized or nearly localized spin models for Fe pnictides, [31] [32] [33] but was later extended to itinerant systems in a phenomenological way. 34, 35 Since orbital order and Ising-nematic order break the same symmetry, one order generates the other, making the experimental distinction between the two scenarios rather subtle. The same is true if one wants to distinguish between itinerant and localized magnetic models, which we will address as well. In both situations, the only real way to distinguish between different approaches is by explicit calculations followed by comparison to the available experimental results. In this regard, the richness of the phase diagrams of the iron pnictides is an important cornerstone, because one has to explain not only the very existence of the nematic phase, but also how this transition changes as a function of doping, pressure, and material. In addition, one has to address the feedback effect from the nematic order on fermions. In particular, there is growing volume of experimental evidence of pseudogap-like electronic behavior in the iron pnictides, which in some cases seems to emerge at the same temperature at which nematic order sets in. [36] [37] [38] [39] In this paper, we argue that the changes in the character of the nematic transition with doping, pressure, and alkaline-earth substitutions as well as the development of the pseudogap and other experimentally detectable features, can be understood within a magnetic scenario for an itinerant fermionic model. We depart from a multiband model of interacting fermions and derive (instead of assuming) the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) effective action for the two low-energy collective O(3) magnetic degrees of freedom X and Y associated with the ordering vectors (π,0) and (0,π ), respectively. This action contains, besides other terms, the term g( 2 , which describes fluctuations in the Ising-nematic channel. We extend the original O(3) model to N field components and study the limit N = ∞ within mean-field theory, and arbitrary N by the renormalization group (RG) technique. We find different types of system behavior depending on the strength of the dimensionless parameter α ∝ g −1 and on the degree of magnetic anisotropy. In all cases, however, we find two distinct multicritical points in the phase diagram, namely, a magnetic and a nematic tricritical point.
In the case of strongly anisotropic, quasi-2D systems, the nematic tricritical point precedes the magnetic one, resulting in three types of behavior, see Fig. 1 
(a). (i)
For small α (largest nematic coupling g) we find a strong first-order Ising-nematic transition at T s , accompanied by a discontinuous jump of the magnetic correlation length ξ and a jump of the magnetic order parameter to a finite value. In this case, the stripe magnetic order emerges simultaneously with the Ising-nematic order, via a first-order magnetic transition (T N = T s ), but because ξ jumps, there are no critical magnetic fluctuations above the transition. (ii) For intermediate α, we find a firstorder preemptive Ising-nematic transition accompanied by a discontinuous increase of the magnetic correlation length to a larger but still finite value, such that the stripe magnetic order does not develop at T s and emerges only at a smaller T . In this case, the magnetic transition is second order. (iii) For large α (small nematic coupling g), we find a second-order preemptive Ising-nematic transition followed by a second-order magnetic stripe transition at a smaller T . Near the nematic tricritical point we find that the Ising-nematic order emerges very rapidly such that, in practice, the second-order Ising transition is hard to distinguish from a first-order transition. The behavior of the nematic and magnetic order parameters for the phase diagram in Fig. 1(a) is shown in Figs. 9(d), 9(c), and 9(b) for regimes (i), (ii), and (iii), respectively.
In the case of moderately anisotropic, less-quasi-2D systems, the positions of the nematic and magnetic tricritical points can be reversed, resulting in a new behavior in the regime of intermediate α, see Fig. 1(b) . The regimes (i) and (iii) are still present, when both the nematic and magnetic transitions are first order and second order, respectively. However, in regime (ii) the upper Ising-nematic transition is second order and at a lower T there is a metanematic transition (i.e., the nematic order parameter undergoes a finite is for moderately anisotropic, less-quasi-twodimensional systems. Red (light gray) and blue (dark gray) curves represent magnetic and Ising-nematic transitions, respectively. The arrows show how the inverse nematic coupling changes as function of doping, pressure, and lattice stiffness. Here and in the other figures, a solid (dashed) line denotes a second-order (first-order) transition, and a double-dashed line indicates a simultaneous first-order transition. The two solid points mark the positions of the nematic and magnetic tricritical points. The difference between the two phase diagrams is in the system behavior at intermediate nematic coupling. In (a), the system displays a first-order nematic transition followed by a second-order magnetic transition at lower temperatures. In (b), the system first undergoes a second-order nematic transition, and then, at smaller temperatures, a metanematic transition which triggers a first-order magnetic transition. At the metanematic transition, the nematic order parameter jumps between two finite values.
jump from one nonzero value to the other), which induces a first-order magnetic transition. The behavior of the nematic and magnetic order parameters for the phase diagram in Fig. 1(b) is shown in Figs. 15(c), 15(b) , and 15(a) for regimes (i), (ii), and (iii), respectively.
As shown in Fig. 1 , we find from our microscopic model that α decreases with pressure but increases with increasing lattice stiffness and electron doping, i.e., larger electron doping results in a larger value of α. Our results then predict that the Ising-nematic and magnetic transitions split upon electron doping, but tend to remain simultaneous and first-order upon pressure, in agreement with the experimental data for FeSCs. We also show that the nematic order parameter couples linearly to the orbital polarization and lattice distortion, and hence nematic order generates orbital and structural order. We argue, however, that the sign of the orbital order may differ between hole and electron-doped materials.
We also argue that, for the phase diagram in Fig. 1(a) , the discontinuous (or nearly-discontinuous) increase of the magnetic correlation length at T s in the regimes (ii) and (iii) greatly increases the strength of thermal magnetic fluctuations. Once enhanced, these fluctuations account for spectral weight redistribution (magnetic precursors), which gives rise to pseudogap behavior in the fermionic spectral function and other observables. We present more detailed comparison with the data later in the paper and also compare our results with earlier studies of Ising-nematic order.
In the itinerant picture, which we adopt here, the nature of the Ising-nematic phase has a clear interpretation in terms of magnetic fluctuations. The system has two degenerate stripe magnetic ground states with ordering vectors (π,0) and (0,π ), described by the two order parameters X and Y . At high temperatures, X = Y = 0, and the fluctuations of each order parameter have equal strength, i.e., 
X <
2 Y , the symmetry that breaks down at the Isingnematic phase transition is a Z 2 symmetry. Once magnetic fluctuations around (π,0) become stronger (or weaker) than the fluctuations around (0,π ), the equivalence between x and y directions inside the unit cell breaks down. The Ising-nematic transition then triggers the transition from a tetragonal to an orthorhombic phase, and also imposes orbital order because the Fermi pockets centered at (π,0) and (0,π ) have different orbital character. Furthermore, this anisotropy in the spectrum of magnetic fluctuations leads to anisotropic scattering of electrons, resulting in different in-plane resistivities along x and y directions. 40 The structure of the paper is the following. In Sec. II, we derive the effective action for the nematic order parameter using a two-stage Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation. In Sec. III, we extend the effective action to arbitrary N , where N is the number of components of the magnetic order parameter (N = 3 in the original O(3)-isotropic model). We solve for the nematic order in the mean-field approximation, justified in the N → ∞ limit, obtain different regimes of system behavior and discuss each regime in some detail. In Sec. IV, we study the effective action at a finite N using the renormalization group (RG) technique. We find that the system behavior for N = 3 is the same as for large N , but there is a change in the RG flow structure at N 2. In Sec. V, we discuss the interplay between Ising-nematic, orbital, and structural order, and show how the nematic order gives rise to pseudogap behavior despite the fact that the Z 2 order parameter has zero momentum and does not by itself reconstructs low-energy fermionic states. In Sec. VI, we compare our theory with the experiments and with other theoretical works on the nematic order. We present our conclusions in Sec.VII.
II. MICROSCOPIC MODEL AND THE EFFECTIVE ACTION
We start from the minimal four-band model with two hole pockets at the center of the Brillouin zone and two electron pockets X and Y at Q 1 = (π,0) and Q 2 = (0,π ), respectively (see Fig. 2 ). We follow Ref. 41 and consider that only one of the two hole pockets participate in the spin density-wave (SDW) state. The extension to the case when both pockets are involved in the SDW reconstruction is straightforward and does not change the analysis below except for the renormalization of the couplings.
For simplicity, we consider parabolic dispersions with
where m i denotes the band masses, ε 0 is the offset energy, and μ is the chemical potential. Near the Fermi energy and for small ellipticity, the dispersions can be approximated by ε ,k = −ε, ε X,k+Q 1 
Here and for the rest of the paper, the summation over repeated spin indices is assumed, and we shift the momenta of the fermions near the X and Y Fermi pockets by Q 1 and Q 2 , respectively, i.e., ε X,k+Q 1 
As discussed in Ref. 43 , this model has eight fermionic interactions u n that can be decomposed into the SDW, the charge density-wave (CDW), and the pairing channels. Since our goal is to study stripe magnetism and the accompanied Ising-nematic order, we keep only the interactions in the spin channel with momenta near Q 1 and Q 2 , restricting the interacting Hamiltonian to
where Carrying out this procedure, we obtain the coefficients r 0 , u, g, and v in terms of the noninteracting fermionic propagators convoluted with Pauli matrices (details can be found in Appendix A). The coefficient v vanishes in our model because of the anticommutation property of the Pauli matrices: σ i σ j + σ j σ i = 0 for i = j . To get a nonzero v, one needs to include direct interactions between the two electron pockets. 41 The other three prefactors are expressed via fermionic propagators G
, with momentum k and Matsubara frequency ω n = (2n + 1)πT . Similar coefficients were found in Ref. 54 , which focused on the magnetic instabilities in a two-band model.
Evaluating the momentum integrals and summing over Matsubara frequencies we obtain that k G ,k G X,k is negative and at perfect nesting diverges as N F ln /T , where N F ≈ m/(2π ) is the density of states of the hole pocket and is the upper cutoff for the low-energy theory, i.e., the scale at which corrections to the parabolic dispersion become of the order one. Away from perfect nesting, the logarithm saturates at T = 0 at some finite but still large value. 55 As a result, r 0 decreases with decreasing T and, if the amplitude of the interaction u spin is not too small, changes sign at some temperature T = T N,0 . This is the mean-field transition temperature below which magnetic order appears. Near T N,0 one can expand r 0 as r 0 = a(T − T N,0 ), with a > 0.
The GL action can be straightforwardly extended to include the momentum and frequency dependence of the fields, i → i (q). This extension does not modify in any relevant way the prefactors of the quartic terms, but changes the prefactor for the quadratic term at small q to
Here, i = X,Y , ν n = 2πT n is the bosonic Matsubara frequency, γ is the Landau damping coefficient, and f q is in general an anisotropic function of q,
, with −1 < η < 1 and upper (lower) signs referring to X ( Y ). We verified that all results that we obtain below do not depend on whether η is finite or zero (see Appendix B). To simplify the presentation, we then set η = 0 and approximate χ (8), we obtain at a finite T , expanding around perfect nesting to leading order in the chemical potential μ and in the mass anisotropy δm = m(m x − m y )/(2m x m y ):
for δm T /ε 0 1, where ζ (x) is the Riemann zeta function. At T = 0, we obtain
for δm |μ|/ε 0 1. In general, u > 0 and u > g, i.e., the action (7) increases when either X or Y becomes large. If this condition was not satisfied, the expansion of S eff in powers of X and Y would only make sense if higher order terms were considered. The crucial result for our consideration is that g vanishes for circular electron Fermi surfaces (δm = 0), but is positive for any nonzero ellipticity, independent on the sign of 0 and on whether m x is larger or smaller than m y .
The action S eff is exact and includes all fluctuations of the two bosonic fields. Before we consider these fluctuations, let us analyze Eq. (7) in the mean-field approximation. The conventional way to justify mean-field theory is to extend the original one-flavor fermionic model to L flavors, such that X and Y couple to L clones of s i,q=0 , and take the limit L → ∞. To do this properly, one has to rescale simultaneously u spin → u spin /L. After this rescaling, the effective action can be written as S eff = LS eff , whereS eff is the same as Eq. (7), but with rescaled u spin . Because of the overall factor L, the actionS eff can be approximated by its value at the minimum, as corrections to the partition function from fluctuations of i are small in (ln L)/L. 
, the fact that only one of the i orders means that the magnetic ordering has a particular momentum. One can easily verify that in such a state spins order ferromagnetically along one direction and antiferromagnetically along the other one.
B. The action in terms of the Ising-nematic order parameter
Since the action (7) is invariant with respect to the interchange between X and Y , the onset of either (π,0) or (0,π ) SDW state breaks not only the conventional O(3) spin-rotational symmetry, but also the additional Z 2 (Ising) symmetry associated with choosing between X and Y (Refs. 28, 32, and 33). The issue we now consider is whether the Z 2 symmetry breaking preempts the O(3) symmetry breaking, i.e., it happens before the Ginzburg-Landau parameter r 0 changes sign and the magnetic order sets in.
Such a Z 2 symmetry breaking without magnetic order would imply that fluctuations associated with one of the bosonic fields are larger than the fluctuations associated with the other one, e.g., That the action (7) can potentially lead to a preemptive Ising-nematic instability is evident from the presence of the term g( To study a potential preemptive Z 2 transition, we need to introduce collective variables of the fields X and Y . Let us introduce auxiliary scalar fields φ for 
where
Once φ becomes nonzero, we have from Eq. (13) 2
If the magnetic long-range order is not developed, i.e., i = 0, then it is straightforward to integrate over the fields ( X , Y ). Carrying out the integration, we obtain the effective action in terms of φ and ψ in the form
We later modify the derivation of S eff [φ,ψ] to the case where the system has magnetic order. In the next two sections, we will study the effective action (15) in its own mean-field theory and then using a RG formalism.
III. MEAN-FIELD THEORY
To justify a mean-field treatment of S eff from Eq. (15) we do a trick similar to the one before, but with the bosonic rather than the fermionic variables. Namely, we extend the number of components of the fields X,Y from the original value N = 3 to arbitrary N, assume that the φ and ψ fields interact equally with all components of X,Y , and rescale the coupling constants to g → g/N and u → u/N . The effective action (15) then has an overall prefactor N implying that for large N it can be analyzed by just taking its value at the extremum.
We emphasize that the extension to N → ∞ components is a different approximation than the previous one, in which we made L → ∞ copies of the fermionic fields. For L → ∞, the terms of the effective action containing the field φ have an overall prefactor of 1/L → 0. This means that fluctuations of φ are large, preventing a preemptive Ising-nematic order. On the other hand, by abandoning the large L limit and taking instead the N → ∞ limit, we allow strong fluctuations of both 
The mean-field theory for this action is the saddle-point solution of Eq. (16) 2 are confined to the upper cutoff of the theory. These corrections just renormalize r 0 by a constant, independent on φ, and play no role in our analysis. What matters to us is how ψ is affected by φ and vise versa. These mutually influencing terms are independent on the upper cutoff and are therefore well described within the mean-field theory. Differentiating Eq. (16) with respect to φ and ψ and taking ∂S eff [φ,ψ]/∂φ = ∂S eff [φ,ψ]/∂ψ = 0, we obtain two nonlinear coupled equations for φ and ψ:
It is convenient to reexpress the first formula as a selfconsistent equation for the renormalized mass of the bosonic field, r = r 0 + ψ. In the paramagnetic phase, r ∝ ξ −2 , where ξ is the magnetic correlation length. It is also useful to remove the high-energy contribution to ψ (i.e., the contribution coming from the upper cutoff), by incorporating it into the renormalization of r 0 . Specifically, we rewrite the first equation as
wherer 0 = r 0 + u q 1 q 2 +γ |ν n | . For classical systems, only the ν n = 0 term matters. The remaining momentum integral in the last line in Eq. (18) is infrared and ultraviolet convergent for 2 < d < 4, such that the upper limit of integration can be safely extended to infinity. Since r 0 andr 0 differ only by a constant,r 0 is also a monotonic increasing function of T and can be expressed asr 0 =ā(T −T N,0 ). For quantum systems such a renormalization of r 0 is not enough in d > 2, and the d + 1 dimensional integral over momenta and frequency in (18) is still generally confined to the upper cutoff. In this situation, we use additional renormalizations (see below) to restrict the consideration to small energies, at which the effective action describes universal low-energy behavior.
For φ = 0, magnetic order emerges when r = 0, i.e., when the static susceptibility for the fields X and Y , χ 
For classical systems, the integrals are infrared divergent for d 2, meaning that r never reaches zero-this is nothing but the Mermin-Wagner theorem. For d > 2, we immediately find from Eq. (19) that r andr 0 vanish simultaneously, i.e., in the absence of a preemptive Ising instability long-range magnetic order appears at r =r 0 = 0. Suppose now that a nonzero solution for φ appears already at r > 0, i.e., when the system is still in the paramagnetic phase. Once φ becomes nonzero, the static magnetic susceptibilities for the fields X and Y become nonequivalent:
Now the magnetic transition occurs when r = |φ|, i.e., at a temperature larger than without Ising-nematic order. In other words, a preemptive Ising-nematic order increases the magnetic transition temperature.
In what follows, we analyze the phase diagrams resulting from the set of nonlinear equations (17) . In all cases, the key parameter that controls the characters of the magnetic and nematic transitions is the dimensionless ratio
which measures the strength of the nematic coupling g in units of the magnetic coupling constant u. As it is evident from Eqs. (10) and (11), α depends on the parameters describing the band structure dispersions. It is therefore affected by changes in the chemical potential and in the ellipticity-see Sec. VI for a systematic analysis of α as function of doping, pressure, and lattice stiffness. In the classical regime (see Sec. III A) and in the intermediate regime (see Sec. III C), the other independent variable in the phase diagrams (besides α) is the temperature. In the former case, the temperature dependence appears only via the difference from the mean-field Neel transition temperature, T − T N,0 . In the latter, we consider the explicit dependency on T . On the other hand, in the T = 0 quantum regime (see Sec. III B), the independent variable is the distance to the mean-field critical point at r 0 = 0.
Our primary interest is to obtain the phase diagram in the most general case of a quasi-two-dimensional system with anisotropic magnetic interactions. To better understand the results in this case, we first consider a few limiting cases.
(1) We first analyze the classical d = 2 case in Sec. III A 1. In this situation, there is no finite-temperature magnetic transition, but there is always an intermediary paramagnetic phase with nematic order. At small α (large nematic coupling g), the nematic transition is first-order, whereas at larger α (smaller g), it is second order. The d = 2 case is investigated also in the quantum limit (see Sec. III B 1) and in the intermediatetemperature regime (see Sec. III C 1). The behavior in the intermediate regime is the same as in the classical regime. At T = 0, we find instead that the magnetic and the nematic transitions are simultaneous and first order.
(2) Next we analyze the classical d = 3 case with isotropic magnetic interactions in Sec. III A 2. We find that, regardless of the value of the dimensionless coupling α, the magnetic and nematic transitions are always simultaneous and first order. We obtain a similar result in the quantum case (see Sec. III B 2) and in the intermediary temperature regime (see Sec. III C 2).
(3) To model the more general case of anisotropic quasi-2D systems, we first consider in Sec. III A 3 the classical system with isotropic dispersion in arbitrary dimensionality 2 < d < 3. We find that, for large values of α (small g), the system behavior is the same as in the d = 2 case, with split secondorder magnetic and nematic transitions. On the other hand, for small α (large g), the behavior is similar to the d = 3 case, with simultaneous first-order transitions. The two regimes are separated by two tricritical points and an intermediary regime with a first-order nematic transition split from a lowertemperature second-order magnetic transition. The quantum and intermediary-temperature regimes are analyzed in Secs. III B 3 and III C 3, respectively.
(4) In Sec. III A 4, we obtain the classical phase diagram of a quasi-two-dimensional system with anisotropic out-ofplane magnetic dispersion, characterized by the parameter η z . For small η z (weak anisotropy), the phase diagram is the same as in the previous case of intermediary dimension 2 < d < 3 and isotropic interactions. For larger η z (moderate anisotropy), we still obtain a regime of split second-order nematic and magnetic transitions at large α and a regime of simultaneous first-order transitions at small α. However, the two regimes are now separated by an intermediary regime with a higher-temperature second-order nematic transition split from a first-order magnetic transition. In Secs. III B 4 and III C 4, we present the results for the system behavior in the quantum and intermediary-temperature regimes, respectively.
(5) Finally, in Sec. III A 5, we analyze in more details the intermediary regime of split second-order nematic and firstorder magnetic transitions, which appear in the classical phase diagram of the quasi-two-dimensional system with moderate out-of-plane anisotropy. In particular, we show that the firstorder magnetic transition is simultaneous to a metanematic transition, where the nematic order parameter jumps between two finite values.
A. Classical phase diagram as a function of u/g
When the temperature is high enough (T γ r 0 ), the dominant contribution to the sum over Matsubara frequencies, (17), comes from the term with zero Matsubara frequency. This approximation substantially simplifies Eq. (17) as the remaining momentum integrals can be evaluated exactly. We begin with the d = 2 case.
The case d = 2
For d = 2, the integration over momentum in Eq. (17) yields
where we defined the renormalized parametersr 0 = r 0 + u ln ,ū = uT /(2π ), andḡ = gT /(2π ), with denoting the upper momentum cutoff. The second equation implies that a solution with φ = 0 is only possible when r > 0. Eliminating r from these equations, we obtain after further rescaling: where φ * = 2φ/ḡ,r 0 = 2r 0 /ḡ − α ln(ḡ/2), and α = u/g [see Eq. (21)].
Recall that the original model is constrained to u > g, i.e., α > 1. The variabler 0 decreases with decreasing T , since it only differs by a constant and by an overall factor from r 0 . The leading instability of the system upon decreasing T is into a state with φ * corresponding to the maximum of the left-hand side of Eq. (23) . A simple analysis shows that the maximum is at φ * = 0 for α 2 and at a finite φ * for 1 < α < 2 (see Fig. 3 ). The implication is that, for α 2, the system undergoes a second-order Ising-nematic transition atr the effective action S eff only develops a local minimum at a nonzero φ * cr . The actual transition occurs when the value of the effective action at the local minimum becomes equal to S eff (φ * = 0). To obtainr cr 0 , we then need to evaluate the effective action at both minima φ * = 0 and φ * = 0, and find r cr 0 at which the two terms become equal. For better clarity, we compute S eff not only at the extrema [when the self-consistent equations (22) are valid], but for arbitrary φ * at a givenr 0 . To do this, we solve the equation ∂S eff /∂ψ = 0 to obtain r(α, φ * ,r 0 ), substitute it back into the effective action and obtain S eff [α, φ * ,r 0 ]. Carrying out the calculations, we obtain, neglecting a constant term,
wherẽ
and r * = r * (φ * ,α,r 0 ) is the solution of the equation
In = 1. Below this temperature, the effective action has only one minimum at a finite φ * . The jump in φ at the first-order transition affects the susceptibilities associated with the two magnetic order parameters X and Y , which become nonequivalent once φ becomes finite, see Eq. (20) . This implies that the static susceptibility and the magnetic correlation length change discontinuously at the first-order Ising transition, even though there is no magnetic instability [the value to which φ jumps is always smaller than r, see the second equation in Eq. (22)]. Actually, as we already mentioned, magnetic order never emerges for d = 2 at a finite temperature, so Z 2 is the only symmetry that gets broken.
To obtain the phase diagram in the (α,r 0 ) plane, we need to analyze the behavior of the system once the Ising order sets in. We found that the Ising-nematic order parameter continuously increases with decreasingr 0 for all α > 1, implying that there is no other first-order transition line in the phase diagram besides the one at which the Ising-nematic order develops. The phase diagram is presented in transition happens in between the upper and lower spinodal lines.
The case d = 3
A very different phase diagram emerges in three dimensions. The momentum integration in Eq. (17) now yields
wherer 0 = r 0 − 2 ū/π , and, as before,ū = uT /(2π ), and g = gT /(2π ). It is convenient to reexpress these equations in terms of r and z ≡ φ/r (0 z 1). Eliminating r from Eq. (27) we then obtain r 0 =ḡ
The right-hand side of Eq. (28) is an increasing function of z for all values of α. Therefore the first instability of the system is atr 0 =ḡ 2 (1 + α)/8 toward the state with the largest possible value of z, namely, z = 1. As a result, the order parameter φ jumps at the Ising-nematic transition to φ = r. For such φ, the static susceptibility associated with one of the magnetic order parameters diverges, see Eq. (20) , implying that the first-order Ising-nematic transition instantaneously brings the system to the verge of magnetic order. The divergence of the susceptibility reflects the fact that the Goldstone modes of the magnetically ordered state are gapless. In the large-N limit, the impact of longitudinal fluctuations, where the susceptibility remains finite, is negligible.
In this situation, we have to extend our analysis and investigate the possibility that X jumps to a nonzero value at the Ising transition. To do this, we go back to the effective action (12) 
. (29) In the spirit of the N → ∞ approximation, we rescale M 2 → M 2 N and differentiate S eff [φ,ψ,M] over all three variables. This yields the set of three self-consistent equations for φ, r, and M. The equation for M is
The solution is either M = 0 or r = φ. We take M = 0 and r = φ. The other two equations for r = φ are
whereM = M 2π/T . Solving the first equation for φ, we obtain
Substituting this solution into the second equation yieldsr 0 as a function of M:
Following the same strategy as before, we look for the value ofM correspondent to the largestr 0 , i.e., we determine the value ofM that emerges at the largest temperature. A straightforward calculation shows that it is nonzero and equals tō
This implies that the first-order Ising-nematic transition at which φ reaches its maximum value (=r) triggers a first-order magnetic transition into a state with a finite M = i X . We emphasize, however, that in this and similar cases that we consider below, the magnitude of the nematic order parameter φ is larger than gM 2 , i.e., the magnetic transition is secondary to the nematic transition. Indeed, substitutingM from Eq. (34) into Eq. (32) we obtain
We emphasize that, without nematic instability, a "pure" magnetic transition would take place at a smaller temperature, when the condition r = 0 is satisfied, instead of r = φ. Therefore, even though both transitions are simultaneous and first order, the nematic one is the primary transition, and the magnetic transition is induced by the feedback from the nematic order.
Note also that in the mean-field theory the susceptibility associated with the field X remains massless (χ −1 X = r − φ = 0) despite that magnetic order develops and enforces a gap in the spectrum of longitudinal fluctuations. This is a consequence of taking the N → ∞ limit, in which one longitudinal mode is negligible compared to N − 1 gapless transverse modes.
Like in the d = 2 case, the value ofr 0 at which the effective action develops an inflection point and the solution with φ = r and M = 0 first appears is the upper spinodalr max 0 . The actual first-order transition occurs at a smallerr cr 0 , at which the values of S eff at φ = M = 0 and at the local minimum at φ = r, M = 0 become equal (for r = φ the local minimum is with respect to variations of M).
The phase diagram for d = 3 is presented in Fig. 6 . As in the d = 2 case, there are no additional transition lines, i.e., after jumping to finite values at the first-order transition, both φ and M continuously increase with decreasingr 0 . The similarities between the d = 2 and d = 3 cases, however, stop here because the phases below the critical line are very different. In d = 3, Ising-nematic order immediately triggers a magnetic order, such that there is no regime where the Z 2 symmetry is broken but the O(3) symmetry is unbroken. In d = 2, there is no magnetic order below the Ising-nematic transition, which can be either first-order or second-order, depending on α.
We now consider what happens in anisotropic threedimensional systems. There are several ways to model the anisotropy: one can either consider the dimension d to be an arbitrary number between 2 and 3 or one can keep d = 3 but consider an anisotropic magnetic dispersion with different stiffness along q z and along q x , q y . It turns out that the system behavior is universal at small and large α, but at intermediate α it depends on the choice of the model. This will lead us to the two phase diagrams shown in Fig. 1 . We first consider arbitrary 2 < d < 3 and then an anisotropic d = 3 dispersion. We assume first that M = 0 and later extend the formalism to include a nonzero magnetization. For 2 < d < 3, the integration over momentum in Eq. (17) yields
and
is the area of a d-dimensional sphere with unit radius. Introducing, as before, z ≡ φ/r (0 z 1), we solve the second equation for r(z), substitute the solution into the first equation, and obtain
with
We determine the leading instability of the system by again looking at the location of the maximum of Q(z,α) at a given α. In Fig. 7 , we plot Q(z,α) for d = 2.5 and three different values of α. We find three different regimes for the behavior of the system: for 1 < α < α c1 = 2, the first instability is at z = 1, for α c1 < α < α c2 = 3.5, the first instability is at an intermediate value 0 < z < 1, and for α > α c2 , the first instability is at z = 0. Expanding Q(z,α) near z = 0 and 1 and analyzing the sign of the slope, we find the expressions for α c1 and α c2 in an arbitrary dimension:
For d = 2, we have α c1 = 1 and α c2 = 2, i.e., the regime 1 < α < α c1 disappears, in agreement with Fig. 5 . On the other hand, for d = 3, both α 1 and α 2 tend to infinity, and the region 1 < α < α c1 extends to all values of α, in agreement with In the first region 1 < α < α c1 (region I in Fig. 8 ), the behavior of the system is the same as we found in d = 3: φ jumps at the Ising-nematic transition to the largest possible value φ = r, triggering a simultaneous magnetic transition. To determine whether the latter is also first order, we extend the analysis of the effective action in the same way as we 
For α α c1 , we expand inM and obtain an explicit equation relatingr 0 to the magnetizationM:
region I region II region III In region I, there is a simultaneous nematic and magnetic first-order transition. In region II, the two transitions split, but the nematic transition remains first order, while the magnetic transition becomes second order. In region III, the nematic transition also becomes second order. The three regions are separated by two tricritical points. The temperature behavior of the nematic and magnetic order parameter in each region is shown in Fig. 9 below.
For α α c 1 , the maximum ofQ(M,α) is at a finite magnetization:
Therefore, in region I, the first-order Ising transition triggers the first-order magnetic transition. We again emphasize, however, that the Ising-nematic order parameter is larger than the square of the magnetic order parameter, i.e., the magnetic transition is the secondary transition, triggered by the preemptive Ising transition. This is most clearly seen from Eq. (44): the jump in the magnetization approaches zero as α approaches α c1 , while the jump in the Ising-nematic order parameter remains finite and reaches φ = (1/2)(ḡ/2) 2/(4−d) . Thus α c1 corresponds to a magnetic tricritical point, while a preemptive first-order Ising transition exists on both sides of it. In Fig. 9(d) , we present numerical results for φ and M as functions ofr 0 in region I.
In the second region α c1 < α < α c2 (region II in Fig. 8 ), the Ising-nematic transition is still first order, but the magnitude of the jump of φ is smaller than the value required to trigger a magnetic transition, i.e., φ < r. As a result, in this region the magnetic and Ising transitions are split, with the former occurring at a smallerr 0 (i.e., at a smaller temperature) than the latter. The magnetic transition then becomes second order, as the maximum ofQ(M,α) remains at M = 0 for α α c1 , To determine what happens as the system approaches α c2 , we expand Q(z,α) in Eq. (39) around z = 0 and obtain
with a constant κ ≡
Clearly, the jump of the Ising-nematic order parameter across the transition approaches zero as α increases toward α c2 , z max ∼ √ α c2 − α. Therefore α c2 is a nematic tricritical point, beyond which the Isingnematic transition becomes second order (region III in Fig. 8 ).
In this region, a nonzero φ gradually develops below the transition line, and the magnetic transition splits even further from the Ising-nematic transition. We present the numerical solution for φ and M in region III in Figs. 9(b) and 9(a) .
Note that the slope with which φ increases below the instability remains very high over some range of α in region III, as illustrated in Fig. 9(b) and, more transparently, in Fig. 10 . From the practical point of view, the Ising transition can then still be viewed as almost first order. This can also be seen from Eq. (45) because the coefficient κ of the z 4 term remains very close to one for all 2 < d < 3 (0.048 < 1 − κ < 0.054). As a result, if α is not too far from α c2 , φ increases very rapidly. For instance, the valuer 0 /r max 0 for which φ increases to φ = r/2 is |r 0 /r max 0 − 1| 10 −3 (α − α c2 ), almost independent on the dimensionality. 
which is far from the nematic tricritical point α c2 = 3.5 (light-green/ light gray curve), and α = 3.6, which is very close to the nematic tricritical point (dark-green/dark gray curve). In both cases, φ evolves continuously from zero, but the slope is very large for α only slightly above α c2 .
We emphasize once again that for α < α c2 , when the nematic transition is first order, the value ofr 0 at which the solution of Eq. (38) for the value ofr cr 0 at which the first-order transition occurs, we find that α c2 remains intact, but α c1 moves to a larger value α c1 given by
One can easily check that for 2 < d < 3, α c1 < α c1 < α c2 . Thus the magnetic tricritical point does not merge with the nematic tricritical point, even if the Ising-nematic transition occurs at the lowest possibler min 0 . Notice that in the phase diagram of Fig. 8 the splitting between the magnetic and nematic transitions initially increases with increasing α, once the system crosses the nematic tricritical point. However, for small values of the nematic coupling g (large values of α), this splitting is expected to decrease, since it should tend to zero for infinitesimal g. This nonmonotonic behavior is a consequence of the fact that, at smaller α, the strong first-order nematic transition brings in a simultaneous magnetic transition, despite the fact that the magnetic correlation length is rather small immediately above the nematic transition. This correlation length, meanwhile, increases monotonically as α increases. We show the nonmonotonic behavior of the splitting between the magnetic and nematic transitions as function of α in Fig. 11 for the case d = 2.5. Note that the splitting begins to slowly decrease only at α 10. dispersion. However, for less anisotropic systems, we find a different phase diagram, with new behavior at intermediate α.
To model the anisotropy, we consider the system composed of stacked two-dimensional layers. In each layer n, we define the magnetic order parameters to the action with η z < 1. As a result, the magnetic susceptibility in Eq. (9) becomes
with 0 < q z < 2π and q = (q x ,q y ). An alternative possibility is to consider anisotropic but still quadratic dispersion
with 0 < β < 1, and set the same cutoff for all three components of q. We found that the phase diagram is the same regardless of whether we use Eq. (47) or (48) for the bosonic susceptibility. For definiteness, here we present the results for χ q given by Eq. (47) and consider the case of Eq. (48) in Appendix C.
We plug Eq. (47) into the self-consistent equations (17) and evaluate the three-dimensional integrals. Absorbing the cutoff into r 0 ,r 0 = r 0 + 2ū ln (2 ), we obtain in the paramagnetic phase:
where, as before,ū = uT /(2π ) andḡ = gT /(2π ). From the second equation, we obtain r as function of φ:
Substituting Eq. (50) into the first equation in Eq. (49), we obtainr 0 (φ), whose maximum determines the first instability of the system. At a nonzeroM we find, as before, r = φ and
where the magnetization is given bȳ
Notice the characteristic logarithmic dependence on the anisotropy, ln η z . Using these expressions, we obtain the phase diagram of the anisotropic system by analyzing the first instability upon decreasingr 0 .
We show our results for various η z in Fig. 12 , where we present four possible phase diagrams together with their respectiver 0 (z,α) profiles for different values of α (recall that z = φ/r). The phase diagrams shown in panels (a) and (d) exist over sizable ranges of small and moderate η z , respectively. On the other hand, the phase diagrams in panels (b) and (c) exist only over rather narrow ranges of η z and just show how the system actually evolves from the regime (a) into the regime (d).
The behavior at small η z shown in Fig. 12(a) is the same as for a fractional dimension 2 < d < 3, see Fig. 8 . Namely, there is a magnetic tricritical point at α c1 and a nematic tricritical point at α c2 > α c1 , with the regime of split first-order nematic and second-order magnetic transition in between. The behavior at larger η z is, however, different. We see from Fig. 12(d) that, in the regime of intermediate α, there is a second-order nematic followed by a first-order magnetic transition.
This change in the system behavior upon increasing η z can be better understood by considering how the ratio of the two tricritical points α c1 /α c2 evolves with η z . In 2D, when η z = 0, we have α c2 /α c1 = 2. For the isotropic system in 2 < d < 3, we have from Eq. (40) that α c2 /α c1 = 3 − d/2, implying that α c2 remains larger than α c1 for all 2 < d < 3, which gives rise to the phase diagram of Fig. 8 . However, there is no requirement that α c2 must remain larger than α c1 as the system approaches the isotropic 3D regime; in fact, the only requirement is that in this limiting case both α c1 and α c2 diverge. In Fig. 13 , we plot α c1 and α c2 as a function of η z for the 3D system with anisotropic dispersion. We see that α c1 and α c2 cross at a certain η z , beyond which the nematic tricritical point occurs at a smaller α than the magnetic tricritical point. This leads to the phase diagram of Fig. 12(d) .
We can show analytically that α c1 and α c2 cross upon increasing η z . To obtain α c2 , we substitute r(φ) from Eq. (50) in Eq. (49) and expand the right-hand side in powers of φ. Since the quadratic φ 2 term vanishes at α c2 , we obtain
whereη z ≡ η z /ḡ. To obtain α c1 , we express φ in terms ofm using Eq. (52), substitute the result in Eq. (51), and expand the right-hand side in powers ofM. Since the quadraticM 2 term vanishes at α c1 , we find whereφ c1 is the solution of
A simple analysis then shows that α c2 becomes larger than α c1 atη c z = 0.43. One has to be careful to properly determine α c2 forη z >η c z , since the actual nematic tricritical point takes place when z = 0 is the global maximum ofr 0 (z), and not only a local maximum. This subtlety does not affect the result that α c1 and α c2 cross, nor the regimeη z <η c z . In the phase diagram shown in Fig. 14, α c2 is the actual nematic tricritical point. The phase diagram shown in Fig. 12(d) contains a new type of a phase transition not seen in quasi-two-dimensional systems, namely, a metanematic transition. We explore it in more detail in the next section.
Metanematic transition
In Fig. 14 , we explicitly show the three different regimes that appear in Fig. 12(d) , as we did in Fig. 8 . The behavior of the nematic and the magnetic order parameters as functions of the distance to the transitions in all three regimes is shown in Fig. 15 . For these particular figures, for convenience, we considered η z = 0.3ū, instead of η z = 0.7ḡ, which does not change the properties of the phase diagram.
A careful analysis of the profile ofr 0 (z,α) as a function of z for the phase diagram in Fig. 12(d) shows that, at small α, the maximum ofr 0 (z,α) is at z = 1 (i.e., at φ = r). This implies that upon decreasingr 0 the system undergoes a first-order nematic transition, which triggers a simultaneous first-order magnetic transition. This system behavior takes place in region I of Fig. 14 , and is displayed in Fig. 15(c) .
However, as α increases,r 0 (z,α) develops a local maximum at z = 0 as well. At the nematic tricritical point α c2 ,r 0 (0,α) becomes equal tor 0 (1,α), andr 0 (z,α) has a minimum for 0 < z < 1. Once α becomes larger than α c2 , the absolute maximum ofr 0 (z,α) shifts to z = 0, i.e., the nematic transition becomes second order. Asr 0 decreases, a solution with small and finite z = 0 develops. But because the profile ofr 0 (z,α) has two maxima, another solution with z = 1 necessarily appears oncer 0 gets smaller than some critical value. We checked that the value of S eff at z = 1 eventually becomes smaller than the value corresponding to the solution at small z. As a result, at somer 0 , the nematic order parameter undergoes a metanematic transition, where it jumps from a small value φ = 0 to φ = r (z = 1). In accordance to what we found earlier, we explicitly confirmed that such a transition triggers a first-order magnetic transition. Therefore, for α > α c2 , the second-order nematic and metanematic transitions split. The second-order transition occurs first, and the metanematic transition occurs at a smaller r 0 , triggering a first-order magnetic transition. This system behavior takes place in region II of the phase diagram of Fig. 14, as shown in Fig. 15(b) .
As α increases further, the magnetic transition remains first-order up to α = α c1 > α c2 . At this point, the position of the maximum ofr 0 (M, z = 1,α) shifts to M = 0, i.e., the magnetic transition becomes second order. We found both analytically and numerically that at exactly the same α = α c1 , the local minimum ofr 0 (z,α) moves to z = 1, meaning that r 0 (z,α) becomes a monotonically decreasing function of z for all 0 z 1. As a result, for α > α c1 , the nematic order parameter φ monotonically increases with decreasingr 0 until it reaches the value φ = r, where the system undergoes a second-order magnetic transition. This system behavior corresponds to region III in Fig. 14 , and is the same as region III in Fig. 8 . Notice from Fig. 15(a) , however, that for α α c1 , the proximity to the metanematic transition line produces a kink in the temperature dependence of the nematic order parameter.
We acknowledge that, for values of η z that are not very small-such as the one considered here-the magnetic susceptibility of the anisotropic 3D system may have extra terms not contemplated by our formalism, such as corrections to the continuous in-plane dispersion. However, as we show in details in Appendix C, the same behavior is obtained for an anisotropic quadratic dispersion with equal momentum cutoff along all three momentum directions. This gives extra confidence that the phase diagram of Fig. 14 may be realized in at least some moderately anisotropic systems.
We point out that a phase diagram with the intermediate regime of a second-order nematic transition and first-order magnetic transition was earlier obtained in a semiphenomenological model for the interaction between the structural and magnetic degrees of freedom. 56 Kim et al. considered a microscopic version of that model, 15 showing that anharmonic elastic terms may bring the system into the regime of split second-order nematic and first-order magnetic transitions (we discuss the coupling between the lattice and the nematic degrees of freedom in Sec. V below). Our results show that such a behavior can be obtained in a purely magnetic model, even if the coupling to structural degrees of freedom is negligibly small.
B. Quantum phase diagram as a function of u/g
To complement our analysis of thermal fluctuations, we now consider the opposite limit of T = 0, when the Matsubara frequency becomes a continuous variable and q = d d qdν n /(2π ) (d+1) . Now r 0 is a function of some control parameter, e.g., doping, pressure, or applied field. We show that no new phases appear in the T = 0 limit, compared to the three phases that we found previously in the classical limit. As before, we consider first d = 2, then d = 3, and then arbitrary d between 2 and 3 and anisotropic 3D systems.
d = 2
Integrating the self-consistent equations for φ and r in (17) over both ν n and q, we obtain for d = 2,
are dimensionless couplings, and is the upper limit of the integral over momentum. The parameterr 0 again decreases as the system approaches the magnetic transition. Note that the dependence on is still present even after we absorbed the r-and φ-independent contribution of the right-hand side of Eq. (18) intor 0 . This dependence is eliminated only after we rescale all variables by 2 . The implication is that the relevantr 0 , r, and φ are all of the order of 2 if the dimensionlessg andũ are of order one. Thus, unlike the classical case, where the dependence on was fully absorbed intor 0 , here the low-energy behavior becomes nonuniversal. To proceed-and to make later comparison with the RG results-we consider the case ofr 0 much smaller than . This is achieved by taking the dimensionless couplingsg andũ to be small, which also implies that r and φ are small compared to 2 . In the absence of the preemptive Ising-nematic instability, the magnetic instability would again occur atr 0 = 0. Searching for the solution with φ = 0, we introduce as before z = φ/r, solve the first equation for r(z) and substitute the result into the second equation. This gives the relation betweenr 0 and z. For smallg, this relation takes the form
Note thatr 0 2 forg 1, as we anticipated. The dependence on z comes through f 2 (z). This function, which we plot in Fig. 16 , monotonically increases with increasing z, implying that the first instability occurs at z = 1. Because f (z) does not depend on α, this result obviously holds for any α.
Wheng andũ are not small, the relation between r 0 and z is more complex, but the result is the same-the first instability upon decreasingr 0 is into the state with the largest φ = r. As in earlier cases, an instability with φ = r implies that the Ising and magnetic transitions occur simultaneously and that both are first-order transitions. We analyzed the whole phase diagram and again found that there is only one transition line at which both φ and M jump to finite values. At smallerr 0 , φ and M monotonically increase. 
d = 3
For d = 3, the dependence on the upper cutoff is more severe: it is power-law rather than logarithmic. The set of two equations on r and φ becomes, after we integrate over frequencies,
The dependence on can be eliminated by rescaling (r,φ,r 0 ) → 2 (r,φ,r 0 ) and (g,ũ) → (g,ũ)/(2π ). Introducing, as before z = φ/r, we rewrite Eq. (59) in rescaled variables as
One can easily make sure that the the first equation in Eq. (60) has a solution only when the rescaledg is above the thresholdg cr = 1/2. Onceg is aboveg cr , the relevant rescaled r 0 is of order one, i.e., the actualr 0 is of order 2 . While the model remains perfectly well defined, universal predictions with respect to the low-energy behavior cannot be made. Still, like in d = 2, one can make the relevantr 0 to be much smaller than 2 . For this, one has to placeg close to the critical value,g = 1/2 + , and consider 1/ . Expanding in in Eq. (60) and relating r to z we obtain, in the original variables,
This function, which we plot in Fig. 17 , increases with z such that the first instability occurs into the state with z = 1, i.e., φ = r. This implies that the Ising-nematic and magnetic orders appear simultaneously, via a first-order transition. We see therefore that at T = 0 there is no difference between 
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d = 3 and d = 2-a first-order simultaneous Ising/magnetic transition occurs in both cases.
2 < d < 3
We also analyzed the case of arbitrary d between 2 and 3 and found the same result as for d = 2 and d = 3: there is a firstorder Ising-nematic transition, which triggers a simultaneous first-order magnetic transition. One can easily show that this result holds for all d > 1 in the quantum limit, and for all d > 3 in the classical limit. The analogy between quantum systems in d > 1 and classical systems in d > 3 is not surprising because the dynamical exponent is z dyn = 2, meaning that the behavior of a quantum system in d dimensions is the same as that of a classical system with d + 2 dimensions.
Anisotropic d = 3 case
The same result-a simultaneous first-order nematic and magnetic transition, holds also for anisotropic d = 3 systems with the susceptibility χ q given by Eq. (47) . In this respect, at T = 0 there is no difference between the system behavior in 2 < d < 3 and for anisotropic 3D dispersion, no matter what the degree of anisotropy is. We stress again that this conclusion is not universally true and that it could be possible to construct models with same order parameter symmetry that display second-order transitions (see, for instance, Ref. 57).
C. Phase diagram at arbitrary T
We now combine the quantum and classical analysis and consider the phase diagram at a finite T γ ∼r 0 when both quantum and classical fluctuations are equally relevant.
d = 2
For d = 2, we have at high temperatures a second-order Ising transition at α > 2 and a first-order Ising transition into φ < r at 1 < α < 2. At T = 0, we have instead a first-order transition into φ = r andm = 0 for all α. A simple analysis shows that the behavior at any finite T remains the same as at high temperatures simply because at any T > 0 classical fluctuations do not allow a nonzero magnetic order. The value of α at which the first-order Ising transition becomes second order changes with T , but the phase diagram at any T still consists of a single line along which the system undergoes either first-order or second-order Ising transition.
d = 3
At d = 3, the behaviors at large T and at T = 0 are identical: in both cases, the first instability is into a state with φ = r (a simultaneous first-order Ising/magnetic transition). A simple analysis shows that this behavior holds for any T , no matter how small or large.
2 < d < 3
This case is the most interesting one. At high temperatures, all three types of transitions are realized, depending on α, while at T = 0 the system only undergoes a phase transition into a state with φ = r. As a result, at a given d between 2 and 3, the character of the transition changes as a function of α at a fixed T , and as a function of T at a fixed α.
We verified that the phase diagrams do not change if we impose upper cutoff on the frequency summation rather than on the integration over momentum. The former is more convenient for numerical calculations, and below we use frequency rather than momentum cutoff. Physically, the frequency cutoff ν becomes more important than the momentum cutoff = q if the frequency dependence of the bosonic χ (q,ν n ) becomes stronger than γ |ν n | at energies smaller than q .
For a generic 2 < d < 3 and an arbitrary T , the equations for r and φ become, after integrating over momentum,
, whereū andḡ are defined in Eq. (37) . The frequency summation extends up to n = n max = ν /(2πT ). Introducing as before z = φ/r and rescaling in addition the temperaturē T = γ T /r 0 , we numerically extract r as a function of z from the second equation, substitute into the first equation, and obtainr 0 as a function of z. In Fig. 18 , we plotr 0 (z) and the phase diagrams upon varying α, d, andT . We see the same trend as in the classical phase diagram, namely, as α gets larger at some fixedT and d, the Ising and magnetic transitions split, and at even larger α the Ising-nematic transition eventually becomes second order [panels (a) and (b)]. The same trend holds upon the reduction of dimensionality (i.e., make the system more two dimensional) at a fixed α andT [panels (c) and (d)] and also upon increasingT at a fixed α and d [panels (e) and (f)]. Overall, we see that the phase diagram as a function of α does not change qualitatively between high temperatures, when the classical approximation is valid, andT = O(1), when both classical and quantum fluctuations are relevant. The only real difference is the change in the critical values α c1 at which the Ising-nematic and magnetic transitions split, and α c2 at which the Ising-nematic transition becomes second order. AsT gets smaller, both critical α become larger. Note that the rescaling of T toT = γ T /r 0 is important for obtaining the correct temperature dependence of the transitions due to hidden T dependence in z = φ/r via r = r(T ).
Anisotropic d = 3 case
We analyzed the two cases of anisotropic magnetic dispersion, Eqs. (47) and (48), at a finite T . In each case, we found the same behavior as at large T , with different phase diagrams depending on the degree of anisotropy, as discussed in Fig. 12 . For strongly anisotropic, quasi-2D spin susceptibility χ q , the results are similar to the case 2 < d < 3, i.e., the magnetic tricritical point is located on the left of the nematic tricritical point, and in the intermediate region the nematic transition is first order, while the magnetic transition is second order (recall Fig. 18 ). For weaker anisotropy, however, the two tricritical points interchange, as we observed in the purely classical analysis, see Fig. 12 . Once this happens, in the intermediate region between the two tricritical points the nematic transition is second-order, while the magnetic transition is first order. The only difference with respect to the purely classical case is that both α c1 and α c2 shift to larger values at a smaller T .
IV. RG ANALYSIS AT A FINITE N
The mean-field analysis is quite straightforward, but it is rigorously justified only in the artificial limit of large N , where, we remind, N is the number of components of the fields. The actual number of spin components is N = 3, and it is by no means guaranteed that the behavior at N = 3 is the same as at large N . To verify this, we need to return back to the effective action S eff [ X , Y ], Eq. (7), and use a complementary approach which is not restricted to large N . One such approach, commonly used to study phase transitions, is the RG technique. In RG, one progressively integrates out contributions from high energies down to E and analyzes how the parameters of the effective model vary with L ≡ ln W/E, where W is the bandwidth (the highest energy scale in the problem). In our case, the parameters are u and g, and in the RG approach one studies the flow of the running couplings u L and g L and of any other coupling generated by the RG flow. Alternatively, one can vary the distance to a transition, i.e., varyr 0 , in which case L = ln mW/r 0 .
Quite generally, the RG flow may lead to three types of behavior depending on the structure of the RG equations and on the bare values u and g. One possibility is that the couplings u L and g L flow to zero, which implies that there is no preemptive Ising-nematic transition. Another possibility is that g L and u L flow to infinity (more accurately, to strong coupling) in such a way that the stability condition for the effective model u L > g L is not broken. In this situation, the system undergoes a second-order Ising-nematic transition at the scale L cr = ln mW/r cr 0 at which g L diverges. The third possibility is that the stability condition u L > g L gets broken at some L * < L cr . In this case, the effective action becomes unstable with respect to a discontinuous variation of 2 X,Y , and the system undergoes a first-order transition.
The RG approach is still a weak-coupling approach in the sense that the bare couplings u and g are assumed to be much smaller than the bandwidth. The advantage of the RG technique is that it can be applied to any N , and, from this perspective, it goes beyond mean-field approximation. However, the RG approach has its own limitations-it can be rigorously justified only in the marginal dimension d eff = d + z dyn = 4, when the renormalizations are logarithmic. In our case z dyn = 2, meaning that the marginal behavior takes place at T = 0 and d = 2. Still, we obtained the N = ∞ phase diagram at T = 0 and d = 2 in the previous section, and it is instructive to compare that phase diagram with the RG phase diagram at arbitrary N to verify whether or not the behavior at N = 3 is the same as at N = ∞, at least in this particular case. We remind that our N = ∞ quantum analysis in d = 2 shows that the system undergoes a first-order transition into the magnetic state with φ = r for any α > 1. We now analyze how the phase diagram looks like for arbitrary N .
We derived the one-loop RG equations for the flow of the running couplings u L ad g L by the momentum-shell method (see, for instance, Ref. 58) and also derived them by analyzing the parquet diagrams for the renormalization of the four-boson vertices, which are presented in Fig. 19 together with their respective combinatorial prefactors. Notice the special role of the diagrams which contain a closed bosonic loop. Summation over the internal bosonic indices yields a factor N , which does not appear in the diagrams without closed loops. The mean-field results are reproduced if we consider only these diagrams.
For further convenience, we rescale the coupling constants to u,g → 2N (u,g). Combining logarithmic contributions from all parquet diagrams we can cast the renormalizations of u and g into the form of differential RG equations: model. We checked that no other couplings allowed by symmetry are generated by the RG flow if only u and g have nonzero initial values. In particular, if the third coupling v in Eq. (7) is initially zero, it is not generated by RG.
We recall that both u L and g L are initially positive [bare values u and g are given by Eq. (8)], and that the bosonic action (7) is stable as long as u L /g L > 1. If this condition breaks down at some L, one of the coefficients of the quartic terms becomes negative and the system undergoes a first-order transition into a state with a nonzero φ.
For N → ∞, the equations for u L and g L decouple, and we can easily solve them and obtain
We see that u L flows to zero, while g L increases under the RG flow, diverging at L cr = 1 2g 0 . If g L would be the only parameter in the problem, this divergence would indicate a preemptive second-order Ising-nematic instability, since the susceptibility of the Ising-nematic order parameter diverges at L cr . However, in our case, there are two couplings, and the action is stable only as long as u L > g L . This condition breaks down at a smaller L * =
The outcome is that for N = ∞ and d = 2 the system undergoes a first-order Ising-nematic transition at T = 0. This is in agreement with the mean-field analysis.
At a finite N , the two equations are coupled and both u L and g L can diverge. To understand what happens in this case, it is convenient to define the ratio p L = u L /g L and re-express the flow equations in terms of g L and p L :
It is straightforward to verify that this set of RG equations has several fixed trajectories along which p L is a constant and g L evolves. The fixed trajectories are obtained by settingṗ L = 0 in Eq. (66) . Solving the quadratic equation 2N ) , i.e., it diverges for N > 2 and tends to zero for N < 2.
To understand which trajectory is stable and which is not, we consider small deviations from a fixed trajectory, p L = p i + δp iL , and expand the flow equations to lowest order in δp iL . We obtain
We see that p 1 is a stable fixed trajectory for N < 4 and unstable for N > 4, while p 2 is a stable fixed trajectory for N > 4 and unstable for N < 4.
There is also the third fixed trajectory g L = 0 (p 3 = ∞). Expanding near g L = 0, we obtain from Eq. (64):
whose solution is
The fixed trajectory g L = 0 is stable as long as
We see that, for N > 2, p L decreases under the RG flow such that eventually g L exceeds u L . This implies that the fixed trajectory g L = 0 is unstable. For N < 2, however, p L increases under the RG, and the trajectory g L = 0 is stable.
Combining this analysis with the numerical solution of Eqs. (66) and (67) at intermediate energies, we obtain three different regimes of system behavior depending on the value of N . For N > 4, the RG trajectory is as shown in Fig. 20(a) and 20(b) . For arbitrary α = u/g, the system approaches the stable fixed trajectory p L = p 2 = −2/(N − 2). Since p 2 < 0 and the bare value of p is positive and larger than one, the running coupling p L necessarily becomes one at some L = L * along the RG flow. At this L * , the action becomes unstable and the system undergoes a first-order transition into a state with a nonzero Ising-nematic order parameter. The only difference between finite N > 4 and N = ∞ is that, for a finite N , u L eventually flows to infinity while for N → ∞ it flows to zero. This difference, however, does not play any role in our consideration as the RG flow makes sense only as long as u L /g L remains larger than one.
For 2 < N < 4, the fixed trajectory p 2 becomes unstable and cannot be reached if the RG flow starts with u > g > 0.
The stable trajectory to which the system flows is now p 1 = −1, as shown in Figs. 20(c) and 20(d) . Near this fixed trajectory, we find from Eqs. (68) and (67) that g L increases and diverges at some L cr , while While the fixed trajectory is different for 2 < N < 4 and for N > 4, the behavior relevant to our purposes remains the same for all N > 2, namely, in the process of RG flow toward a fixed trajectory, the ratio u L /g L reaches one at some L = L * . At this point, the action becomes unbounded and the system undergoes a first-order phase transition into a state with a finite Ising-nematic order parameter. The dependence on N is then only quantitative: as N decreases, the scale L * gets progressively larger. To see this, we note that for any finite N, the couplings u L and g L first decrease under the RG flow and only at larger L reverse the trend and approach the fixed trajectory at g L → ∞ and u L → −∞. To get an estimate of how L * evolves with N, we use the approximate Eq. (71) and identify L * with the RG scale at which p L becomes one. We obtain
For a given u/g 1, the value L * rapidly increases with decreasing N ; for instance, for u/g = 10, the ratio of L * for N = 3 and for N = 5 is 10 4 . This means that at smaller N the system behaves over a wide range of energies as if magnetic fluctuations were absent, and only very near T N,0 it recognizes that it actually undergoes a first-order nematic transition. Once the bare u and g are such that u/g > 2/(2 − N ), the RG flow is sandwiched between the fixed trajectories p 2 and p 3 which are respectively unstable and stable for N < 2. The RG flow then moves both g L and u L toward g L ,u L = 0, keeping g L < u L , i.e., without crossing the first-order instability line. In this situation, no preemptive nematic instability develops, and the system only undergoes a mean-field magnetic transition at T N,0 . If, however, the initial u/g < 2/(2 − N ), the system behavior is the same as before, with the couplings evolving toward the fixed trajectory p 1 = −1, and p L becoming equal to one at some scale L * , at which the system undergoes a first-order nematic transition. In the formal limit N = 0, the whole region u > g falls into the basis of attraction of the g L = u L = 0 fixed point, i.e., there is no preemptive nematic instability for any u/g > 1. The general structure of the RG flow equations in the (g,u) plane is shown in Fig. 21 .
For d = 2 and T = 0, this scenario of no preemptive nematic instability holds only for N < 2 and does not affect our actual case of N = 3 for which the system behavior under the RG flow is qualitatively the same as in the mean field, N = ∞ analysis. What happens for d > 2 and/or a finite T is unclear because, in the absence of the logarithmic terms, the approximations leading to the RG equations are not justified. It is possible, in principle, that a preemptive nematic transition does not occur for some large enough α = u/g. If this is the case, then there must be a reentrant behavior for large α in Fig. 8, i. e., the magnetic transition temperature T N must reverse trend and come closer to the nematic instability. However, the more likely scenario is that the phase diagram, which we obtained in the mean-field approximation, survives for the actual N = 3 component bosonic field for all α.
V. CONSEQUENCES OF THE ISING-NEMATIC ORDER

A. Orbital order
Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements on detwinned samples have found that the onset of resistivity anisotropy is accompanied by the onset of orbital order in the paramagnetic phase, with different occupations for the d xz and d yz orbitals. 10 One possibility, explored by several authors in different contexts, is that this orbital ordering is an intrinsic instability of the system. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] 26, 27 In line with the theme of this work, we explore another possibility, namely, that the orbital order is induced by the Ising-nematic order. This scenario is generally consistent with the small value of the measured orbital polarization. To investigate this scenario quantitatively, we consider a simplified two-orbital model in which the entire X pocket has d yz character, while the entire Y pocket has d xz character, 30 and assume that there is a splitting orb between the on-site energies of the d xz and d yz orbitals. In the presence of such splitting, the fermionic dispersion becomes anisotropic, see orb , we obtain
with S eff [ X , Y ] given by Eq. (7) and
Evaluating the integrals and expanding around perfect nesting, we find a > 0 and w = −cμ with c > 0. The w term describes the linear coupling between the orbital and Ising-nematic order parameters, i.e., the development of one order triggers the development of the other. Differentiating Eq. (74) with respect to orb , we obtain
Since w ∝ −μ and μ scales with doping, the induced orbital order is expected to be small at small doping. This is in accordance with the experimental data. The sign of the orbital splitting also agrees with the data: 10 polarized ARPES measurements on detwinned electron-doped Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 samples have shown that when 2 X > 2 Y , orb is negative. This is consistent with Eq. (76) since for electron-doped materials μ > 0 and w < 0. To the best of our knowledge, similar measurements have not been carried out for hole-doped samples. Interestingly, Eq. (76) shows that the sign of orb should change for hole-doped materials, which are described in our model by μ < 0. Note that long-range magnetic order can also induce orbital polarization.
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B. Structural order
The same reasoning also applies to the interplay between the Ising-nematic and the orthorhombic orders. The structural order is detected experimentally as the difference between the lattice constants a and b along the x and y directions of the Fe plane, respectively. In the ideal situation, structural order appears only below a particular structural transition temperature T s . In reality, however, some orthorhombic distortion can be present at any T due to internal strains. In the case of detwinned samples, a small in-plane stress is applied along one of the orientations. 4, 6, 59, 60 Then, strictly speaking, ε s = a − b is never zero, i.e., there is no well defined T s for finite strain. Still, experimentally one can identify the crossover temperature below which ε s sharply increases.
The relationship between Ising-nematic and structural orders can be obtained in the same way as in the previous section. Introducing the orthorhombic order parameter in a way similar to Eq. (73) yields (77) where λ is a coupling constant and C s is the shear modulus. Including these two terms into the Hubbard-Stratonovich procedure we obtain, in the mean-field approximation, the same effective action as Eq. (74), but with ε s instead of orb and with the renormalized shear modulus C s instead of a. Accordingly, the orthorhombic and Ising-nematic order parameters are linearly related:
i.e., one order immediately triggers the other. Notice, however, that in distinction to the case of orbital order [see Eq. (76)], the proportionality constant between ε s and the nematic order parameter contains not only the parameter w, but also the magnetoelastic coupling λ, which can itself depend on the chemical potential and on additional details of the band structure.
The linear relation between the two orders has been discussed in a number of earlier papers, 32, 35, 61 and is not surprising because both orders break the same Z 2 symmetry between the x and y directions (the orbital order does the same). It also implies that, in detwinned samples, the applied stress plays the role of a conjugate field to the Ising-nematic order parameter. 40 We recall that the proportionality coefficient w scales with μ and is, generally, small. As a result, if the orthorhombic order is induced by the Ising-nematic order at T = T s , the orthorhombic order parameter is initially small and may become visible only at some distance below the Ising-nematic transition. This may explain why recent magnetic torque experiments observed nematic order up to higher temperatures than the structural order. 11 We emphasize, however, that there is only one well defined transition temperature below which the tetragonal symmetry is broken.
Note that the coupling to structural degrees of freedom also renormalizes the nematic coupling constant as
Therefore, even if initially g = 0, the coupling to the lattice generates a nonzero nematic coupling and, consequently, nematic order.
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C. Pseudogap behavior
Recent ARPES data on NaFeAs, whose strongly anisotropic Fermi surface is very similar to that of the 1111 compounds, 62 show that the reconstruction of the fermionic spectrum begins at temperatures around T s ≈ 54 K, where the nematic order sets in, rather than at T N ≈ 39 K, where the stripe magnetic order develops. 36 Such a reconstruction increases below T N , which is a good indication that the effect likely has a magnetic origin.
Thermal magnetic fluctuations do give rise to a pseudogap behavior (often termed as magnetic precursors) by transferring spectral weight from small frequencies to a frequency comparable to the spectral gap developed in the magnetically ordered state. 63 The only precondition for magnetic precursors is that the magnetic correlation length ξ must be large enough.
How can the pseudogap develop at the nematic transition? At first glance, this seems a mere coincidence because the nematic order is a collective instability in the particle-hole channel with momentum q = 0, and a q = 0 boson cannot reconstruct the fermionic spectrum. However, one of our key results is that at the nematic transition the magnetic correlation length increases either discontinuously or very sharply. Even away from the nematic tricritical point, where the Ising-nematic transition is second order, the magnetic correlation length has a discontinuous derivative at T s , since ξ −2 → ξ −2 − φ, making it increase faster. This behavior is shown in Fig. 23 , where we plot the inverse magnetic correlation length r ∝ ξ −2 as a function of temperature for α = 4 for the phase diagram of Fig. 8 . Interestingly, in NaFeAs as well as in other iron pnictides, 64 a significant enhancement of magnetic fluctuations was observed 65,66 just below T s by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Once the correlation length jumps (or sharply increases) to a larger value, the strength of thermal magnetic fluctuations rapidly increases. As a result, the fermionic spectral function A k (ω) develops a magnetic pseudogap via the transfer of spectral weight from zero to finite frequencies at the hot spots ε ,k = ε (X,Y ),k+Q i (see Fig. 22 ), what leads to the reconstruction of the fermionic spectrum, although zero-frequency states appear only below T N . We argue therefore that the jump (or sharp increase) in ξ at the nematic transition is the "glue" that links the nematic instability and the development of the pseudogap in the fermionic spectral function.
VI. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS AND EARLIER THEORIES
A. Experimental phase diagrams
We now compare our results of Sec. III for anisotropic systems to the experimental phase diagrams of the 122 and 1111 compounds. Our theoretical phase diagram is plotted in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) . Our goal is to relate the changes of the system behavior as function of the parameter α = u/g to the measured changes imposed by doping, pressure, and alkalineearth substitution. For this, we need to (i) properly place the parent compounds onto our phase diagram, (ii) decide which of the two similar but not identical phase diagrams in Fig. 1 is more appropriate, and (iii) understand how α varies with the experimental parameters. We first consider 122 materials and then briefly discuss 1111 materials.
We begin with the parent 122 materials. There are three well studied types of 122 systems, namely, CaFe 2 As 2 , SrFe 2 As 2 , and BaFe 2 As 2 . The first two materials undergo a strong simultaneous magneto-structural first-order transition, as evidenced from several thermodynamic measurements. [67] [68] [69] This clearly places both materials well into the region of small α, to the left of the first tricritical point: either α c1 in Fig. 1(a) or α c2 in Fig. 1(b) . For BaFe 2 As 2 , x-ray diffraction 15, 70 as well as high-accuracy magnetization measurements 16 find a very small splitting between the structural and magnetic transitions (T s ∼ 141 K, T N ∼ 140 K). This places BaFe 2 As 2 in the region of larger α (i.e., smaller g), which can be either slightly to the right of the magnetic tricritical point α c1 in Fig. 1(a) , or slightly to the right of the nematic tricritical point α c2 in Fig. 1(b) . A smaller α for the parent compounds CaFe 2 As 2 , SrFe 2 As 2 compared to the parent compound BaFe 2 As 2 can be explained by the difference in the values of the shear modulus C s . The analysis of their phase diagrams under pressure [71] [72] [73] as well as of their mechanical properties, 74 shows that CaFe 2 As 2 and SrFe 2 As 2 are softer than BaFe 2 As 2 . According to our Eq. (79), softer systems with smaller shear modulus C s (and possibly larger magneto-elastic coupling λ) have larger g, and hence smaller α.
Which of the two phase diagrams in Fig. 1 is more appropriate for BaFe 2 As 2 is a more subtle issue. The x-ray data 15, 70 show that the orthorhombic order parameter evolves continuously immediately below T s and then jumps at the same temperature where the magnetic transition takes place, as evidenced by the magnetization data. 16 Neutron diffraction data 75 do not detect critical magnetic fluctuations above T N , consistent with the idea that the magnetic transition is first order and simultaneous to the metanematic transition. This favors the phase diagram of Fig. 1(b) . However, the same neutron data do not detect a clear jump of the magnetic order parameter at the magnetic transition, as expected at a first-order transition. So, it is possible in principle that the continuous evolution of the nematic/orthorhombic order parameter immediately below T s is a secondary effect-due to internal strain, for instance. Then, the true nematic transition would be first order, while the magnetic transition occurring at T N T s would be second order. This would be consistent with the phase diagram of Fig. 1(a) . In any case, however, the key observation is that the parent compound BaFe 2 As 2 is in the region where the structural and magnetic transitions are quite close to each other and at least one of them is first order.
To investigate the effect of doping and pressure, we need to understand how α = u/g changes with the chemical potential μ and the mass anisotropy of the electron pockets δm = m(m x − m y )/2m x m y . We use Eq. (8) and evaluate u and g for small chemical potential μ/ε 0 and small δm. For the ratio u/g, we obtain
Electron doping adds carriers to the electron pockets and increases the magnitude of the chemical potential μ. This, according to Eq. (80), increases α, i.e., under electron doping the system should move to the regime of split second-order transitions (see Fig. 1 ). This is the main prediction of our theory.
This prediction generally agrees with the experimental phase diagrams of electron-doped 122 materials, where Fe is substituted by Co, Ni, Cu, Pd, or Rh. 76 In particular, for Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 , magnetic and x-ray measurements demonstrated 15, 16 that the magnetic and structural transitions rapidly split and both become second-order above x ≈ 0.022. This is particularly evidenced by the fact that the peak in the derivative of the magnetic susceptibility χ (indicative of a firstorder magnetic transition) is strongly suppressed beyond this doping value. 16 The splitting of both transitions upon doping has also been observed in Ca(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 at x ≈ 0.039 by neutron diffraction data. 17 In the latter systems, the structural transition remains first-order at least for some doping range after the splitting, what is consistent with the phase diagram in Fig. 1(a) if we identify x ≈ 0.039 with α c1 . The behavior of the isovalently doped compound Ba(Fe 1−x Ru x ) 2 As 2 is also consistent with our theory. In this material, the chemical potential does not change with doping, 77 hence the structural and magnetic transitions should remain very close for all x. Thermodynamic measurements did indeed find that the two transitions do not split upon increasing x. 78 The interplay between structural and magnetic transitions in the hole-doped (Ba 1−x K x )Fe 2 As 2 compounds is not so well established, with conflicting reports of either simultaneous first-order transitions, 79 or split first-order structural transition and second-order magnetic transition. 80 In the context of our model, hole doping adds an extra complication since at least some effects of doping are absorbed into the changes of an additional hole pocket at (π,π). 81 This suggests that the chemical potential in our effective four-band model changes at a slower rate than in the case of electron doping, since extra holes do not necessarily go to the central pockets. If this is the case, then a first-order structural transition extends to larger dopings, in agreement with the data.
Consider now the evolution of α with pressure. Band structure calculations show that pressure reduces the nesting features of the Fermi surface, 82, 83 what in our model implies that δm increases. According to Eq. (80), α ∝ 1/(δm) 2 then decreases, bringing the system deeper into the regime of simultaneous first-order structural and magnetic transitions (see Fig. 1 ). This agrees with the experimental results that structural and magnetic transitions do not split under pressure in AFe 2 As 2 (A = Ba, Co, Sr). 67, 73 We now briefly consider the 1111 materials, whose Fermi surfaces are also similar to the previously discussed NaFeAs compound. In these systems, the nematic and magnetic transitions are split and second order already in the parent compounds. In our theory, these compounds should then be placed to the right of α c2 in Fig. 1(a) or to the right of α c1 in Fig. 1(b) . The reason why α is larger in the 1111 materials is the significantly larger degree of out-of-plane anisotropy in the 1111 materials compared to the 122 materials, what brings the former closer to the d = 2 limit. In our modeling, these systems are then described by a smaller effective d. According to our theory, as d gets smaller, both tricritical points α c1,2 shift toward smaller values [see Fig. 18 and Eq. (40)], extending the regime where the magnetic and structural transitions are split and second order. A similar argument was given in Ref. 34 .
Finally, for the iron chalcogenides FeTe 1−x Se x , our model is applicable in the regime of intermediary Se doping, near the superconducting dome of the (x,T ) phase diagram. In this region, ARPES measurements 84 reveal that the electronic structure is similar to the one considered in our model (see Fig. 2 ), and neutron scattering shows 85 that magnetic fluctuations are peaked at Q 1 = (π,0) and Q 2 = (0,π ). On the other hand, our model is not suitable for the undoped FeTe sample, where the same ARPES data show the absence of electron pockets centered at Q 1 and Q 2 .
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B. Linear relation between the magnetic and nematic order parameters
Several experimental groups showed that in some 122 materials, most notably SrFe 2 As 2 , the magnetic and nematic order parameters have very similar temperature dependencies below the simultaneous first-order magneto-nematic transition. 79, 86, 87 In our analysis, the relationship between M and φ is given by Eq. (41) and can be readily seen in Fig. 9(d) for a simultaneous first-order transition. Replotting in Fig. 24 the nematic order parameter φ and the properly rescaled magnetic order parameter M as functions of temperature, we see that both follow the same trend, indicating that the relationship between the two order parameters is nearly linear, in agreement with the experimental data. Even better linear relation is obtained for α closer to one, as we show in Fig. 25 , where φ/ φ is plotted explicitly as function of M/ M ( φ and M denote the values of the jumps across the first-order magneto-nematic transition).
At first glance, this near-linear relation seems nontrivial, because for split second-order magnetic and nematic transitions, a straightforward expansion leads to can, however, be easily understood analytically by expanding Eq. (41) around the jumps φ and M. We obtain
For small φ − φ and M − M, the relationship is indeed linear, since a 1 is nonzero for all 2 < d 3 (see Appendix D). In fact, in SrFe 2 As 2 , where the linear relation was experimentally observed, 87 the measured temperature-dependent orthorhombic and magnetic order parameters are rather small compared to the magnitude of the jumps. Interestingly, when α → 1 and the first-order transition gets stronger, the coefficients of Eq. (81) satisfy a 1 /a 2 = 2 and a j +2 = 0 for any 2 < d 3, i.e., the dependence has only linear and quadratic terms. In the same limit, φ and M become large, since both scale as 1/(α − 1). Thus a plot of φ versus M in absolute units would show a strictly linear dependence for α → 1.
C. J 1 − J 2 and phenomenological models
The possibility of an Ising-nematic order induced by magnetic fluctuations was first proposed for the iron pnictides within the localized-moment scenario, [31] [32] [33] built upon earlier results by Chandra, Coleman, and Larkin. 28 In this localizedmoment approach, one considers spins on a square lattice interacting via a nearest-neighbor antiferromagnetic exchange J 1 and a next-nearest-neighbor antiferromagnetic exchange J 2 . It was argued 31 that the hybridization between the Fe and As orbitals in the iron pnictides gives rise to a rather large J 2 , which can exceed J 1 /2. Once this happens, the magnetic ground state develops the stripe order with O(3) × Z 2 order parameter manifold.
As shown in Ref. 28 , one can interpret the stripe order as composed of two inter-penetrating Neel sublattices, with staggered magnetization M 1 and M 2 . The configuration with M 1 parallel (antiparallel) to M 2 corresponds to the (π,0) [(0,π )] state. At the mean-field level, the two sublattices are uncoupled. Thermal and quantum fluctuations, however, induce a coupling between the two sublattices that favors the collinear configurations. Once this coupling is included, the effective action takes the form
where the magnitudes of M 1 and M 2 are fixed, and ζ is a dimensionless constant, which is nonzero because of thermal and/or quantum fluctuations. This constant is small in a 1/S expansion, where S denotes spin, and remains small numerically even for S = 1/2 (see, for instance, Ref. 88) . It is straightforward to make connection between our itinerant model, Eq. = 1 is replaced by the quartic terms, which play the role of soft constraints. We see that the itinerant and the J 1 − J 2 models are indeed quite similar, and in both models, the Ising-nematic order results from the Z 2 degeneracy of the stripe magnetic ground state.
Whether the two models have identical phase diagrams and show the same behavior upon doping, pressure, and alkalineearth substitution is a more subtle issue. In the J 1 − J 2 model, the analog of α is J 2 2 /(ζ J 2 1 ). Taken at face value, this quantity is large (because ζ is small) and depends only weakly on doping and pressure. For instance, the parameters used in Ref. 32 yield α ∼ 100, which places both undoped and doped iron pnictides in the regime of split second-order transitions, i.e., region III of the phase diagrams of Figs. 8 and 14 . On the other hand, in the itinerant model, α is generally of order one and changes with doping and pressure due to the changes in the Fermi surface.
It is also unclear (chiefly due to the lack of results) whether the phase diagram of the J 1 − J 2 model contains an intermediate phase in which one transition is first order and the other is second order, as in Fig. 1 . The mean-field analysis of Eq. (82) for a quasi-two-dimensional system did find split second-order nematic and magnetic transitions 32 for small ζ and a simultaneous first-order transition 57 91 RG, 34 and Monte Carlo 92 calculations that in threedimensional systems with anisotropic magnetic dispersion the degree of anisotropy tunes the system between the regimes of split second-order transitions and simultaneous first-order transitions. Making the spin interaction anisotropic in spin space has the same effect, i.e., it gives rise to a transformation from split second-order transitions to simultaneous first-order transitions. 93 However, in all cases, the intermediate phase either was not discussed, or was assumed to be absent. 34 If only the regimes of split second-order transitions and simultaneous first-order transitions occur in the J 1 − J 2 model, it will be difficult to explain the different characters of the transitions observed experimentally upon doping, pressure, or alkaline-earth substitution. Also, to the best of our knowledge, there have been no studies within the J 1 − J 2 model of whether the magnetic correlation length jumps at the nematic transition. As we showed in Sec. V C, such a jump (or a sharp increase), obtained with the itinerant approach, is fundamental to explain the pseudogap behavior above T N .
Several research groups, using J 1 − J 2 based models, also put forward various arguments to relate the transformation from simultaneous to split nematic and magnetic transitions to doping and pressure. 34, 94, 95 Reference 34 suggested that the change from simultaneous first-order to split second-order transitions with doping is due to doping-induced change of the spin dynamics from Landau overdamped (z dyn = 2) to propagating (z dyn = 1). However, ARPES measurements later showed that hot spots-and therefore Landau damping-are present even at optimal doping. 96 The authors of Ref. 95 assumed that doping increases the disorder concentration and decreases the coupling to the lattice, what leads to a decrease in g. However, recent data on isovalent doped pnictides 77, 78 show that, when the chemical potential remains unchanged, the character of the transitions remains the same as in the parent compound, even for large doping concentrations and large in-plane disorder. Reference 94 suggested that the phase diagram of the iron pnictides is close to a magnetic quantum tricritical point, but did not analyze the character of the structural transition.
There have also been studies of nematic and magnetic transitions within the itinerant approach to the iron-pnictides. Ref. 15 considered a model very similar to the one presented here and argued that the phase diagram of Fig. 1(b) can be obtained even for quasi-two-dimensional systems if there is a strong enough coupling to anharmonic elastic terms.
A phase diagram similar to our Fig. 1(b) , with the intermediate regime, was also obtained in Ref. 56 . These authors assumed that the structural and magnetic transitions occur independent of each other, and that the two order parameters are linearly coupled, as in Eq. (78) . The intermediate regime then emerges in some range of parameters, primarily due to the presence of a quartic term in the elastic free energy. The authors of Ref. 56 , however, did not argue why the intrinsic magnetic and structural transitions would occur at about the same temperature.
One argument of why this may be the case, without invoking nematic degrees of freedom, was presented in Ref. 97 . The authors 97 argued that, under special conditions (which may or may not be satisfied in the iron pnictides), a SDW and a CDW instabilities in the form of orbital currents occur at almost the same temperature, with the orbital-current instability occurring first. They further argued that orbital-current and magnetic orders are orthogonal to each other in momentum space and coexist. As we already mentioned, some elements of the physics that leads to our phase diagrams in Fig. 1 are similar to the physics of the J 1 − J 2 and phenomenological models. The key elements that distinguish our study from previous works are (i) that the whole phase diagram is entirely driven by magnetic degrees of freedom and (ii) that the parameters of the effective bosonic model are derived from the original itinerant model of interacting fermions, such that the evolution of the system behavior with doping, pressure, and alkaline-earth substitution is fully described within the model itself.
Finally, we point out that an RG analysis similar to the one presented in Sec. III was performed in Ref. 34 for N = 3 components of the magnetic order parameter, and in Ref. 57 , for N = 6, which refers to the case of incommensurate magnetic order parameter. Interestingly, although both works obtained runaway flows, the former associated the first-order instability to the divergence of the coupling constants, while the latter pointed out that it happens much earlier, when the condition u L < g L is first satisfied. Our reasoning is similar to the one in Ref. 57 .
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We argued in this work that the development of the preemptive nematic order and its interplay with the stripe magnetic order can be fully understood within an itinerant magnetic scenario for the iron pnictides. We obtained (rather than assumed) the dependence of the nematic coupling upon doping, pressure, and alkaline-earth substitution, what enabled us to consistently explain the character of the magnetostructural transitions for a variety of iron pnictides. We also demonstrated how the nematic transition induces orbital and structural order, and triggers the pseudogap behavior observed in the paramagnetic phase of these materials.
The integral can be plugged into Eq. (C2) to obtain the self-consistent equations forr andφ. In order to obtain α c2 corresponding to the nematic tricritical point, we expand the self-consistent equations to second order inφ and look for the value of α when the coefficient of the φ 2 
To calculate α c1 corresponding to the magnetic tricritical point, we extend the self-consistent equations to include M in the standard manner and set r = φ. The equation for the criticalφ c1 at which M = 0 is
Expanding the self-consistent equations in powers of M, it is straightforward to obtain the value of α = α c1 for which the coefficient of the quadratic term M 2 changes sign:
We plot α c1 and α c2 as function ofβ in Fig. 26 . We see that the two tricritical points cross at a certainβ, beyond which α c2 becomes smaller than α c1 . As expected, asβ increases, both α c1 and α c2 increase, and their ratio approaches 1 from below. The difference between α c1 and α c2 , however, stays finite.
We also solved numerically the self-consistent equations (C2) for r and φ and obtained the phase diagram in the variables r 0 and α for various β. We found the same four phase diagrams as in Fig. 12 . Namely, for smallβ, we recover the behavior of Similar to the other anisotropic 3D model, α c1 and α c2 cross at β ≈ 1.7, and at largerβ, α c2 becomes smaller than α c1 . Fig. 12(a) , while forβ 1 (but with β 1), we recover the behavior of Fig. 12(d) . The two phase diagrams at intermediatẽ β are also the same as those in Figs. 12(b) and 12(c) . Furthermore, all the coefficients of the series expansion (D3) of order higher than quadratic go to zero, and the ratio a 1 /a 2 (D4) between the linear and the quadratic coefficients tends to 2 for any dimension.
